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Leading providers of online and mobile gambling, SuperCasino has commented on the eagerly awaited return
of Marvel’s Avengers in their second outing as a team for 2015’s Age of Ultron.
With over 90% of critics and public alike giving Avengers Assemble a big thumbs up on Rotten Tomatoes, it
is no surprise that Joss Whedon and co already have the second film well underway with Robert Downey Jnr
constantly posting behind the scenes shots for general consumption on Twitter and Facebook.
The first film saw the Avengers assemble for the first time and battle against the odds in a superbly
designed battle in the skies of New York. The blockbuster hit has since seen the return of Iron Man,
Thor, and most recently the Captain as their stories continue to wind in and out with one another.
With May 1st, 2015, pencilled in as a release date for their sophomore adventure we have about a year to
wait before we get another dose of the Avengers.
‘We love the Avengers and the interconnectivity of all the characters and their films. There is
something about this collection of heroes that don’t quite bond; it is an imperfect union in which they
are forced to battle against the odds. The thrill of watching the films is just excellent.
‘With the film still a year away we feel like we’re missing out on our regular dose of action and
excitement. So now we’ve teamed up with Marvel and Playtech so that you can play a great Avengers game
on SuperCasino.com (http://www.supercasino.com/), which can help you with your withdrawal symptoms before
the Avengers re-emerge early next summer.’
With live roulette games broadcast on Channel 5 and Sky channel 862, Super Casino is the longest running
and most popular online TV casino (http://www.supercasino.com/) in the world. Famous for providing a
realistic gaming experience online, Supercasino.com offers games to suit a variety of tastes, including
roulette, blackjack, card games, table and video poker as well as a selection of slots and arcade games.
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